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The Ultimate High Gloss & Matte Panel System! 
 

 Manufactured using state-of-the-art equipment and the finest materials, StyleLite possesses 
an optical grade surface of the highest quality compared to all other traditional categories of 
high gloss panels  

 StyleLite’s deep, mirror-like gloss surface contains none of the obvious orange peeling, 
imperfections or telegraphing inherent in inferior high gloss panel types such as melamines, 
laminates, thermofoils (vinyl wraps) and most painted panels 

 StyleLite panels are manufactured to minimize the potential for bowing especially in longer, 
narrow doors 

 StyleLite is a building system, rather than just a product. It comprises panels, matching edge 
tape and laminate. 

 The availability of StyleLite laminate allows for sweeping curves, seamless corners and wide 
edge treatments.  In fact almost any design element is possible, limited only by imagination. 

 StyleLite laminate and edge tape are solid in color, so black or dark laminate lines are never 
seen at the edges 

 StyleLite panels and sheet can be thermoformed to produce beautiful seamless features 
such as finger-pull doors and seamless corners 

 StyleLite is highly durable and under normal wear and tear will not chip, crack, peel or flake  

 Unlike other high gloss finishes, StyleLite is generally repairable if lightly or moderately 
scratched saving consumers time, money and inconvenience. When other inferior high gloss 
products are scratched or chipped, homeowners usually must accept this or purchase a 
replacement. The longer a cabinet has been installed the less likely the replacement will be 
a perfect color match 

 Unlike other high gloss products such as thermofoils (vinyl wraps), StyleLite will not 
delaminate in hot and humid environments or around heat producing appliances such as 
ovens and dishwashers as StyleLite is laminated using a special type of adhesive which is 
highly water and heat resistant 

 No VOCs are released in the manufacture of StyleLite sheet, during lamination or while in 
use and it is 100% recyclable  

 None of the colour pigments used in StyleLite contain heavy metals 

 StyleLite is hygienic and does not promote bacterial growth or transmission 

 StyleLite is easily cleaned using a soft microfibre cloth or chamois dipped in warm soapy 
water 

 The beautiful high gloss and reflective appearance of StyleLite is easily maintained using 
common and inexpensive products such as Novus #1 (blue), Ultra Gloss Superpolish + DGS 
or VuPlex applied using a soft microfibre cloth 

 StyleLite panels are backed by a 10 year indoor (pro rata) manufacturer’s warranty 


